
 

Year 11 Assessment Weeks  

Information for students & families 

Subject information for:  Music 

Class teachers:    Mr Foxon 

Number of exams: 1  

Length of exam(s):   1 hour 45 minutes 

Types of questions: Listening 

 You will be asked questions based on what you can 

hear such as “Describe how the texture changes” or 

“What instrument can you hear at this point?” These 

will be short answer questions. 

 Notation 

 You will be asked to notate a rhythm and a melody 

based on a track which will be played to you. 

 Extended writing 

 The question will ask you to compare two pieces of 

music based on a given question such as “How are 

these two pieces reflective of the Romantic period?” 

This needs to be in full sentences but does not need to 

be a full essay. 

What will be included in this assessment? 
All eight set works will feature in this exam in some way, whether it is as part of the essay 
question or as part of the extended writing. These are as follows: 

 
You will need to be able to describe the pieces using the list of key musical language below, 
including taking about why the pieces are appropriate for their purpose. For example, this might 



be talking about how the Beethoven is reflective of the Romantic period or how appropriate the 
Star Wars piece is for the beginning of the Star Wars film.  

 

Musical Language 
Harmony  Anything relating to the combination or sequence of chords used in a piece. 

E.g. The harmony uses mostly major chords. 
 

Cadence  The chords that conclude a musical phrase. Four types: Perfect (V-I); imperfect 
(I/IV-V); interrupted (V-VI) and Plagal (IV-I).  

Chord Two of more notes played at the same time. Often used to refer to triads in 
major and minor keys.  

Chromatic  When notes that do not belong to the key are used (they are not in the key 
signature).  

Functional Standard chord progressions such as I – IV – V – I. 

Dissonance  A note that does not belong to a chord and so creates a clash.  

Consonance  Notes that belong to the chord and so sound pleasant.  

Pedal  A note (usually in the bass) which is sustained or repeated while chords change 
above it, often resulting in dissonance. The pedal note tends to be either the 
tonic (I) or the dominant (V).  

Extended chords  Chords with extra notes added. E.g. dominant 7th.  

Root position chords  A chord where the key note of the chord is in the bass. E.g. C major- C would be 
in the bass as it is the root (key note).  

Melody  The tune - a succession of single notes which is usually prominent or tuneful. 

E.g. The melody generally rises/The melody moves mostly by step. 
 

Scale A succession of pitches in a stepwise order usually extended for an octave. (E.g. C 
D E F G A B C is a major scale)  

Tone 2 semitones (baby steps) up or down on the keyboard.  

Semitone 1 baby step up or down on the keyboard including black notes.  

Scalic Melody based on scales.  

Arpeggio  Uses notes 1,3,5,1 of a scale, played as separate notes. Can be used to create a 
melody.   

Conjunct Moving by step. 

Disjunct  Moving by leap. 

Interval The space between two notes. E.g. C-G = 7 semitones = Perfect 5th.  

Sequence  Repetition of a melody or harmonic progression but at different pitch levels, 
ascending or descending.  

Motif/theme A short musical idea which is a characteristic feature of a piece of music.  

Improvised  A melody which is made up on the spot usually using a set number of notes.  

Texture  The number of layers in a piece, their role and how they relate to each other. 

E.g. There are two layers in this piece – one is a melody and the other is an accompaniment. 
 

Melody dominated 
homophony  

A prominent melody with accompaniment. 

Homophonic Melody with a chordal accompaniment. The accompaniment play the same 
rhythm as the melody. E.g. a hymn.  

Polyphonic  Two or more independent melodic lines playing at the same time. 

Monophonic  A single melodic line with no other consecutive layer.  

Imitation  Two or more parts share the same melodic idea which is repeated at a different 
pitch and/or by a different instrument.  



Contrapuntal  Lines of melody which often combine to form chords. This can often be 
recognised by parts starting at different times.  

Tonality  The overall key of a piece and whether it is major/minor/modal/atonal. 

E.g. The piece uses a minor tonality which makes it have a mournful feel. 
 

Major  Based on major scales, which have a bright feel. Major scale formula = 
T,T,S,T,T,T,S.  

Minor Based on minor scales, which often sound more sorrowful. Harmonic minor scale 
formula = T,S,T,T,S,T+S,S 

Atonal Absence of tonality or key.  

Modal Tonality based on modes (a series of notes). Not major or minor. 

Modulation  Change of key, often to the dominant (V) or relative major/minor.  

Key signature  A group of either sharps or flats which tells us what key (scale) the piece is in.  

Relative major/minor  Major keys and their relative minors have the same key signature.  The relative 
major is found by going down 3 semitones and the relative minor is found by 
going up 3 semitones.  

Structure  The overall shape of a piece referring to the number and layout of sections. 

E.g. The piece starts with an introduction, has an A section, then a different B section and then finishes with 
an outro/coda. 

 

Section One part of a piece e.g. the verse or the A section.  

Ternary  ABA where the B section is often contrasting to the A section.  

Coda A closing section. 

Sonata A more advanced ternary form with Exposition – Development – Recapitulation.  

Verse/Chorus/intro/o
utro 

Pop song structure Introduction – Verse 1 – Chorus – Verse 2 – Chorus – Outro.   

Phrase A main subdivision of a melody; for example where you would put a comma or 
breath if you were singing. 

Instrumentation and 
sonority 

The nature and quality of sound referring specifically to instruments and how 
they are played. 

E.g. The piece uses voices and strings which make it sound quieter/The piece uses brass instruments which 
are loud and brash. 

 

Articulation  The degree to which a note is separated from the note that follows it. Ranges 
from minimal (Legato-smooth) to much greater (staccato- detached).  

Timbre The particular tone colour of an instrument or voice; for example changing an 
instrument sound by adding a mute. 

Instruments  Tools which make up the different families of the orchestra. E.g. violin = string 
family.  

Woodwind Woodwind instruments are a family of musical instruments within the more 
general category of wind instruments. There are two main types 
of woodwind instruments: flutes and reed instruments  

Strings Plucked or bowed. Includes violins, violas, cellos, double basses, guitars and 
harps.  

Brass This family includes all of the modern brass instruments: the trumpet, horn (also 
called French horn), euphonium, and tuba, as well as the cornet, flugelhorn, tenor 
horn (alto horn), baritone horn. 

Percussion The most common percussion instruments in the orchestra include the timpani, 
xylophone, cymbals, triangle, snare drum, bass drum, tambourine, maracas, 
gongs, chimes, celesta, and piano. 

Voice  Any sound made using the mouth. Usually split into soprano, alto, tenor, bass.  

Orchestra A performing group of instruments made up of Strings, Woodwind, Brass, 
Percussion.  



Tempo The speed of the music. 

E.g. The piece is fast/the piece starts slow and then gets faster. 
 

Beat The pulse of the music. 

Allegro Fast 

Presto Very fast  

Andante Walking speed 

Moderato At a moderate speed  

Largo Slow  

Grave Slow and solemn (Dead slow) 

Accelerando Getting faster  

Ritenuto Getting slower  

Rubato Robbed time – where the pulse/beat fluctuates.  

Rhythm The combination of note values/durations and their relation to the pulse/beat. 

E.g. The piece uses mostly crotchets/The piece uses notes which are mostly off-beat. 
 

Rest A symbol to show that a part is not performing or is silent. 

Note Value/Duration The lengths of notes. 

Dotted note A note which has been increased in duration through the addition of a dot. 
Commonly creates a tum te tum te feel. 

Triplet Where three notes are played in the time of two. 

Swung Rhythm Where straight quavers are played as notes of unequal length – a longer note 
followed by a shorter note. Common in Jazz. 

Straight Rhythm Where quavers are played equally (anything that isn’t swung). 

Cross Rhythm Where two rhythms are played at the same time where they have a different 
feel; for example, triplets played at the same time as straight quavers. 

Metre The time signature - the pattern and number of strong beats in a bar and the 
subdivisions of these beats. 

E.g. This piece has four strong beats in a bar. 
 

Time signature This shows the number of beats in the bar at the beginning of the piece with two 
numbers such as 4/4. 

Strong Beat The emphasised beats in a bar – usually beat one. In 4/4, the strong beats are 1 
and 3. 

Compound time Where the main beat is a dotted crotchet and is, therefore, divided into groups of 
3 quavers giving a swinging feel. 

Simple time Where the main beat is a crotchet and is, therefore, divided into groups of 2 
quavers giving a straight feel. 

Context The information relating to the history around when the piece was composed. 

E.g. This piece was composed during the second world war and so the content of the lyrics is about loss and 
sorrow, which is reflected in the use of minor chords. 

 

Baroque 1600-1750; Bach and Handel are from this era. During this time, music tended to 
be based on one idea or theme, the harpsichord and continuo were popular and 
harmony tended to be highly functional. 

Classical 1750-1820; Mozart and Haydn are from this era. During this time, the Piano is 
developed, gradation of dynamics are introduced and the sonata form became 
popular. 

Romantic 1820-1910; Beethoven and Tchaikovsky are from this era. During this time, music 
became more adventurous in terms of harmony, structure and melody. 

Musical Theatre A play set to music. There are some sections of dialogue and some sung sections. 

Stadium Rock A style of popular music which features prominent vocals and band and often 
played as a show in a large arena. 



Bossa Nova A Brazilian fusion of Samba and Jazz. It often has a slow tempo, syncopated 
rhythms and is usually in a minor key. 

Fusion The combination of two styles in one piece such as African Drumming and 
Western Pop. 

Film Music Music used in a film to either heighten the mood or to accompany part of the 
story. 

Dynamics The volume of the music. 

E.g. The piece is quiet (piano)/The piece starts loud (forte) and gets quieter (dim.). 
 

Forte Loud 

Piano Quiet 

Mezzo Forte Medium loud 

Mezzo Piano Medium quiet 

Crescendo Getting louder 

Diminuendo Getting quiet 

Accent An emphasis on a particular note. 

Music Technology The techniques used to record and produce a piece of music using computer 
software. 

E.g. The piece was recorded using one musician who multi-tracked several parts/The piece uses a lot of 
reverb which makes the space sound very big. 

 

Reverb The persistence of sound after the sound has been produced which makes the 
sound appear as though it is in a space such as a church. 

Delay The repetition of a sound after the initial sound. Sometimes referred to as echo. 

Flanger A form of delay where the amount of time the sound is delayed for is varied. This 
creates a whooshing or robotic sound. 

Panning The distribution of sound across the stereo field allowing sound to be stronger in 
the right side of headphones/speakers than the left and vice versa. 

Multi-tracking The process of recording multiple layers of music into a recording device, 
allowing performers to record independently or for one performer to record 
themselves multiple times. 

Over-dubbing The process of recording the same layer multiple times and playing all recordings 
together to create a fuller sound. 

 

 


